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Bohemian Heritage
Rückl celebrates the exceptional character of Bohemian crystal 

and its traditional craft of the highest quality. We foster the renaissance 
of this  unique and perfectly cut material.A world renowned treasure from 

our Czech lands, Bohemian crystal celebrated the coronations of kings, 
toasts to victories, weddings and peace treaties. Its refined beauty, 
innate grace and hand-crafted origins inspire each new generation.





Charles IV



Charles IV
The Cathedral, the University, the bridge 

connecting both river banks. 
The legacy of an Emperor with a clear vision. 

Beauty lasting for centuries.







Rudolph II



Rudolph II
An era of yearning for mystery and eternal life,

 the glory and abundance of an imperial court that 
welcomed the greatest artists and thinkers of its time. 
Prague witnessed the miracle of Renaissance, when 
the heritage of ancient times transformed into the 

gleaming treasures of today.







Maria Theresa



Maria Theresa
Elaborate wigs, crystal glasses clinking, 

the rustle of ballooning skirts 
and the ringing laughter of the courtiers. 

The delicate power of an Empress who firmly 
heads the entire monarchy. 
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All shapes are available in all three decors.



The Rückl family glassworks has designed and produced top-quality crystal since 1846. 
The family glassmaking traditions sustained these values from generation to generation 
for well over three hundred years. Its Nižbor manufacture produces exclusive hand-made 
works by honoring these time-tested techniques. Bohemian crystal that bears the Rückl 
logo continues a brand heritage in which the art of glassmaking surpasses craft. 

It’s our mission.

Rückl Factory Store
Lánská 141, Nižbor
+420 311 696 248, nizbor@ruckl.cz

Rückl Flagship Store
Železná 493/20, Praha 1, Staré Město
+420 224 237 196, praha@ruckl.cz
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